Spring 2020

28 January, 2:15 p.m.
BARAK KUSHNER, Fellow, SCAS.
Professor of East Asian History, University of Cambridge
“A Drunken Charade?”: Finding East Asian Justice in Imperial Decline and Colonial Defeat

4 February, 2:15 p.m.
RACHA KIRAKOSIAN, Fellow, SCAS.
Associate Professor of German and the Study of Religion, Harvard University
Discrete Archives: Untold Stories from the Past

11 February, 2:15 p.m.
ERIC CULLHEID, Pro Futura Scientia Fellow, SCAS.
Associate Professor of Greek, Uppsala University
Ancient Greek Dance Aesthetics and the Dipylon Wine Jug

25 February, 10:15 a.m. The 2nd Wittrock Lecture
HELGA NOWOTNY, Professor emerita of Science and Technology Studies, ETH Zurich.
Chair, ERA Council Forum Austria. Former President, European Research Council
Life in the Digital Time Machine
Pre-registration is required. Please see www.swedishcollegium.se for more information.

25 February. SCAS Alumni Day - Panel Discussion
Knowledge, Experts, and Criticality: Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Facticity and 'Truthiness'
ASH AMIN, HELGA NOWOTNY, MERJA POLVINEN, SHARON RIDER
By invitation only.

3 March, 2:15 p.m.
FREDRIK CHARENTIER LJUNGQVIST, Pro Futura Scientia Fellow, SCAS.
Associate Professor of History, Stockholm University.
Associate Researcher, Bolin Centre for Climate Research, Stockholm University
Climate Variability and Food (In)Security in Medieval and Early Modern Europe

10 March, 2:15 p.m.
MICHAEL J. PUETT, Non-resident Long-term Fellow for Programmes in Anthropological and Historical Sciences and the Languages and Civilizations of East Asia, SCAS.
Walter C. Klein Professor of Chinese History and Anthropology, and
Harvard College Professor, Harvard University
Why Do Global History?
17 March, 2:15 p.m.
Mikhail Khorkov, Johan Peter Falck Fellow, SCAS.
Senior Research Fellow, Institute of Philosophy, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Individualization, Subjectivity and Reform:
Nicholas of Cusa and the Erfurt Carthusians in the Fifteenth Century

31 March, 2:15 p.m. CLOSED WEB EVENT.
Ruth Tatlow, Fellow, SCAS.
Visiting Researcher, Department of Musicology, Uppsala University
Reading Belief through Compositional Ordering, 1735–1850

23 April, 6:15 p.m. Performance. CANCELLED.
La Serva Padrona
David William Hughes
The performance will be followed by a Q&A session.
Please contact rsvp@swedishcollegium.se no later than on 21 April, 2020 to register for the event.
The number of seats is limited and seats will be distributed on a first come, first served basis.
Please see www.swedishcollegium.se for more information.

12 May, 2:15 p.m. (NEW DATE). CLOSED WEB EVENT.
Peter Schroeder-Heister, Fellow, SCAS.
Professor of Logic and Philosophy of Language, Universität Tübingen
Paradoxes, Local Consequence and the Role and Future of Deductive Logic

12 May, 2:15 p.m. CANCELLED.
Afshin Mehrpouya, Short-term Visiting Scholar, the Global Horizons Programme, SCAS.
Associate Professor of Accounting and Management Control Systems, HEC Paris
Title TBA

19 May. Discussion. CLOSED WEB EVENT.
Globalization Theory in the Wake of the Corona Pandemic: A Discussion
By invitation only.

26 May, 1:30 p.m. Workshop. (NEW DATE). CLOSED WEB EVENT.
Justice and Injustice in East Asia, 1945 to the Present: History and Politics
Barak Kushner, Andrew Levidis, Sherzod Muminov, Jens Sejrup

2 June. Discussion. CLOSED WEB EVENT.
Pandemics in Fiction and Films: Learning from the Imaginary Worlds?
By invitation only.

9 June, 2:15 p.m. Book Seminar. CANCELLED.
Torbjörn Tännfjö will present his new book Setting Health-Care Priorities: What Ethical Theories Tell Us
Discussant TBA.
Pre-registration is required. Please see www.swedishcollegium.se for more information.